Correlation between observation task performance and visual acuity, contrast sensitivity and environmental light in a simulated maritime study.
To examine the relevance of visual acuity (VA) and index of contrast sensitivity (ICS) as predictors for visual observation task performance in a maritime environment. Sixty naval cadets were recruited to a study on observation tasks in a simulated maritime environment under three different light settings. Their ICS were computed based on contrast sensitivity (CS) data recorded by Optec 6500 and CSV-1000E CS tests. The correlation between object identification distance and VA/ICS was examined by stepwise linear regression. The object detection distance was significantly correlated to the level of environmental light (p < 0.001), but not to the VA or ICS recorded in the test subjects. Female cadets had a significantly shorter target identification range than the male cadets. Neither CS nor VA were found to be significantly correlated to observation task performance. This apparent absence of proven predictive value of visual parameters for observation tasks in a maritime environment may presumably be ascribed to the normal and uniform visual capacity in all our study subjects.